Spark workplace transformation among your key employees. Participants of this accelerated, half-day workshop learn about themselves and those around them to instantly improve collaboration and engagement.

**Learning Objectives**

*By the end of this workshop you will be able to:*

- Understand how your own behavioral pattern influences your workplace style.
- Understand the fundamentals of how PI patterns are constructed and decode workplace behavior.
- Interact more effectively with colleagues with diverse drives, needs, and behaviors.

**Immediate Impact**

- Increased productivity through enhanced self-awareness and collaboration
- Faster and more effective communication between individuals and teams
- Engaged employees sharing a common language and mutual behavioral understanding of their strengths and potential

**Expert Facilitators**

This workshop is led by management consultants around the globe. Our facilitators are experts in PI science and practice. With an average of 20 years of business and consulting experience, they help you optimize business impact and performance.

“**This workshop helped me understand the behavioral drives of my staff and myself. I can now bridge gaps in communication, process, and training to drive better results for my employees and teams.**”

Tom B., Operations Director
Manufacturing

---

**Audience**

Employees of all levels.

---

**How to Attend**

Open Workshops Worldwide | Private Workshops

---
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